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SERVICES
Lisa Dennys is an expert in helping people with significant, chronic health conditions to
recover their health, return to function and get their life back. She specializes in helping people
with chronic fatigue syndrome, fibromyalgia, peri-menopausal and menopausal concerns.
Lisa uniquely blends Western and Eastern thinking, science and intuition in her client
offerings. Currently as a Power Coach® and Medical Intuitive, and previously as an
Occupational Therapist, Lisa has worked in healthcare for over 35 years. Lisa’s diverse
professional training and experience provides a balanced perspective and comprehensive
tools for overcoming illness. Her strong analytical thinking enhances her holistic, practical
problem-solving. Her intuitive methods help clients get to their deeper truths. Lisa’s clients
praise her exceptional listening skills and steady compassion. She is gifted at asking lifechanging questions that create bursts of self-awareness, leading clients to explore new
options and take successful actions. Combined with teaching proven tools and strategies to
help people build self-trust and take charge of their life, Lisa helps her clients create a powerful
blueprint to health. Having dealt with debilitating chronic fatigue syndrome herself, Lisa
learned how to dig deeply to develop the inner and outer resources needed to
overcome challenges in the journey back to health. Lisa’s clients are relieved
that she thoroughly gets what they are going through.
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An avid learner and enthusiastic health researcher, Lisa applies her relentless
determination and dogged perseverance to help her clients get to the root of
their illness. She has a detective-like passion for flushing out the multi-faceted
reasons why people are ill, and guiding them with hope, care and compassion to
find innovative solutions.
Contact Lisa’s website www.unveilinglyme.com to schedule your 30-minute
complimentary ‘Getting Acquainted Call’.

lisa@unveilinglyme.com

www.unveilinglyme.com
“It’s my passion and privilege to help you transform your health and life
to reach your unique potential. I offer you a dynamite blend of tools,
education and services in a way that can maximize your healing, so
you can get your life back!”

Lori Wilson

